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STRESS CORROSION OF CERAMIC MATERIALS

SUMMARY

The work during fiscal year 1986 can be divided into two distinct areas,

namely (1) the fundamental mechanisms involved in environmentally enhanced

fracture of single crystals, and (2) fracture behavior of ceramics used in

multilayer capacitors. The results of these investigations are summarized as

follows:

(1) Environmentally Enhanced Crack Growth

During the past year, effort was directed toward understanding how the

ionicity of the chemical bonds in a material determine the environments which

enhance fracture in those materials. Previous work has suggested that

environments which enhance crack growth in a material are determined by the

ionicity of the strained bonds at the crack tip; environments which are polar

enhance crack growth in ionic materials such as MgF2 ; environments which act

as both a Lewis base and acid enhance crack growth in more covalent materials.

Last year, we began efforts to evaluate this hypothesis by making crack growth

measurements using indentation techniques on a series of small single crystals

from the II-VI and III-V columns of the periodic table. The total crack

length measured after periods of time in various environments gave an

indication of the crystals susceptibility to crack growth in that environment.

However, because the shape of the V-K, curve can not be obtained in this wa'.,

mechanisms could not be determined. This year, we have attempted to make

crack growth measurements on GaAs single crystals using the DCB technique to

delineate the entire crack velocity curve.

The specimens used were commercial, single crystal, undoped wafers grown

by the LEC technique and were polished on both sides by the vendor. The
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wafers were cut sequentially from the same crystal boule. The crack growth

results from all of the specimens were scattered, suggesting that there was a

great deal of residual stress present in the material. For instance, crack

growth curves had different slopes in different specimens; the apparent K1 ,

shifted randomly from =.2 MPam4 to =.5 MPam4, and propagating cracks deviated

toward or away from microscopic surface flaws in the specimens or deviated to

the sides of the specimens.

Because of these problems, quantitative results could not be obtained.

However, a number of qualitative conclusions could be drawn, based upon

behavior which was repeatedly observed; water and methanol enhanced crack

propagation in GaAs; no enhancement of crack growth was observed in heptane,

even though it has a high (=30%) relative humidity; no crack growth was

observed in any vapor, i.e. ammonia, water, methanol, or acetonitrile. In

addition, crack growth of GaAs in water appeared to exhibit a stress .corrosion

limit. In water, when the applied load was reduced to drive the crack at

velocities below =10 - m/s, no crack extension was detected, and upon raising

the load, no further controlled crack growth was ever observed. Methanol did

not seem to have a similar stress corrosion limit and, excluding effects due

to residual stresses, crack velocities between 10-1 and i - m/sec were

obtained.

Finally, to determine the source of the residual stresses in the

specimens, in collaberation with the Center of Electrical and Electronic

Engineering, x-ray topograph maps of residual strains in the wafers were

correlated with a mapping of indentation crack lengths in the wafers as well

as with the strain patterns of adjoining wafers. We found that the specimens

were filled with regions of residual strains; these regions ranged in size

2
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from microns to several millimeters square and appeared to be randomly

arranged within the wafer. Comparisons between wafers showed that the

residual stress patterns were generated during crystal growth and were not

alleviated by the thermal anneal the crystal boule underwent before

sectioning.

Although the residual stresses in the wafers prevented quantitative

determination of the relative strength of different environments in promoting

crack growth in GaAs, a preliminary evaluation of the ionicity model for

describing environmentally enhanced crack growth can be deduced from the

qualitative data. Because GaAs has the same proportion of ionic and covalant

contributions to its bonds as does vitreous silica, our model would predict

that the same environments should enhance crack growth in both materials. In

fact, we find that, although water and methanol do enhance crack growth in

both materials, ammonia gas is only effective for vitreous silica. In

addition, water and methanol vapor in nitrogen gas and water impurities in

heptane appear ineffective at enhancing crack propagation in GaAs although

they are effective in silica. Therefore, our results suggest that the model

predicting which environments would be effective at enhancing crack growth

based simply on the ionicity of the specimen bonds may be over simplified and

needs further investigation. Two possible explanations for our observations

are that; 1) environmentally enhanced crack growth in GaAs is driven by

corrosion processes and, in the vapor phase, the environments cannot remove

material quickly enough to maintain crack growth or 2) environments which are

effective at enhancing crack growth in GaAs require a high dielectric constant

which can only occur in a liquid. However, evaluation of these possibilities

as well as quantitative comparisons of environmental effects on fracture
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indentation load regime, these data were fitted to a best fit curve of slope

-1/3 as per Equation 1. These curves were then used to calculate the values

of critical fracture toughness given in Table 1. The uncertainties in these

values were calculated from the uncertainties in the aP1 13 values used to fit

the curve. In most cases the values of fracture stress at the largest

indentation load (usually lOON) were not used in the calculation of toughness

because of evidence of extensive lateral cracking occuring at these loads.

The data in Table 1 indicates a significant variation in Kjc from one

capacitor composition to another. Fractographic evidence (2) suggests that

these variations are due to microstructural differences from one composition

to another, and more specifically to the degree of crack deflection in the

material. Those ceramics exhibiting the largest extent of crack deflection

tend to have the highest values of KIc (2). In general, the relaxor

compositions ( Z5U-3 and PL 802) exhibited fracture toughness values at the

lower end of the range for all compositions. Whether these lower toughnesses

account for the rumored sensitivity to fracture of these compositions during

manufacture, however, cannot be determined at present.

The plots of fracture stress versus indentation load in Figures 1 through

8 indicate that microstructure also plays a part in determining the strength

of the capacitor at small flaw sizes. It can be seen that there is a wide

variation in the extent of the deviation from the indentation model at small

loads. This type of deviation has been ascribed to effects of the

microstructure on fracture (3), either through the direct influence of the

internal stresses on the driving force for flaw growth, or through an increase

in the toughness of the material as the crack size increases from the range of

5
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normal machining induced flaws to that usually associated with classical

fracture mechanics procedures.
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Table 1

Compositions and Fracture Toughness Values
of Capacitor Ceramics

Designation Supplier Major Constituents KIC(MPaml/2 )

NPO AVX BaT1O3 ; NdTiO 3  1.41 (.06)

X7R-1 BaT1O3 ; Bi' Ti3O7  1.11 (.09)
1. 12 ( .10)

X7R-2 BaTiO3 (98.5%) .701 (.08)

X7R-2M Modification of X7R-2 .862 (.08)

X7R-3 Modification of X7R-l 1.21 (.11)
1.02 (.10)

ZSU-1 BaT1O3 ; CaZrO3  .73' (.07)
.902 (.09)

ZSU-3 Pb(Mg 5 Nb.5 )03  .871 (.08)
.82 2 (.14)

T3000 Dupont BaTiO3  1.01 (.09)

XL282 BaTiO3 (97%)(X7R) .961 (.08)

BL162 BaTiO3 ; Bi containing 1.2' (.10)
X7R

BL172HD BaTiO3 ; Bi containing 1.51 (.23)
(X7R)

XL802 BaTiO3; Pb and Zr .991 (.08)

containing (Z513)

PL802 PbTiO3 ; Pb(Mg.5 ,W.5 )03  .951 (.04)

( )Standard deviation based on fit of ap1 13

'Measured at 22*C in silicone oil
2 Measured at P0C in fluoriner-t
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SUMMARY

Lattice Greens functions are used to develop a

very physical picture of environmental effects

associated with fracture in glass. The development is

proposed to be applicable in all cases where the

chemical activity takes place locally at the crack tip,

and where dislocation processes do not participate. In

the particular case studied, the chemical reaction

lowers the surface energy substantially, and gives rise

to an extended region of thermally activated crack

growth. Experimental results provided in the paper

are interpreted in terms of the model.
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Environmiental fracture, Lattice Greens functions, slow crack

growth, Glass, Crack tip chemistry.
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I INTRODUCTION

Brittle materials provide a good model for the study of the

effect of external environments on the bond breaking process at

the crack tip, because in these materials all complicating

effects due to dislocations are absent. Within this class of

brittle materials, the silicate glasses have been the most

studied, and some of the details of the chemistry at the crack

tip have been clarified.

In the glasses, the effect of water is to lower the Griffith

surface energy, , substantially, because the dangling bonds

created by the cleavage are saturated by the external chemical

species through the formation of siloxane and similar groups on

the surface Intimately associated with the change in , the

interaction of water and other molecular species with the crack

tip bonds of the glass induces a characteristic "slow" crack

growth over a substantial range of applied stress intensity

factor corresponding to many orders of magnitude in velocity

In inert environments, there is, at best, only a limited slow

crack growth region for cracks in any of the glasses. When

observable at all, the slope of the v(k) curve in this intrinsic

region is relatively steep.

in this paper, we will address the glass problem in scme

detail using atomistic theories developed earlier, with the hope

that the insights to be gained will not only be of use in

understanding the problem of chemically enhanced fracture in

brittle materials but that the general results may also be of

interest for metals, when the chemical effects in metals can be

20
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localized to the crack tip. We will attempt to model these

4phenomena in terms of the lattice Greens functions for a crack

II LATTICE GREENS FUNCTIONS.

The Greens function for a lattice with a crack in it allows

us to write the displacement, u0, of the atom at the center of a

crack as shown in Fig. 1 in the form

and the displacement, uN, for the atom at the tip of the crack as

hi,

(2)

r- ere gi is the Greens function matrix, and it is symmetric in i

and j. F is the externally applied force on the central atom

pair, and f is the force holding the atom pair together at the

crack tip. These crack tip forces are in fact the nonlinear bond

forces, f(uN), and they will be assumed later to be modified by

the external chemical attack. The Greens function matrix is a

set of constants which gives the compliance of the linear lattice

system, and the method for computing these constants has been
5

developed by Hsieh and Thomson . The specific values for gij

depend upon the type of crystal lattice, and vary monotonically

on the inverse length of the crack, as indicated for g00 in Fig.

-9.
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Otherwise, for us, the numerical values of these constants are

not required; it suffices that they exist.

The solution of the coupled set of equations, (i) and (2),

is quite simple, and can be described in conjunction with the

help of the sketches in Figures 2 and 3. To begin, we assume

that f=O in (1). Then u0 is simply a linear function of F, and

solutions for different crack lengths are plotted schematically

in Fig. 2. We note that the compliance of the lattice must

decrease, as the crack increases in length, as shown. Consider,

however, what must happen as the external force, F, is increased

for a fixed crack length, N. The force on the atom bonds at the

-rack tip must increase, and if these bonds are considered to

-i have finite strength, then at some value of F, they must break.

The crack then jumps to the neighboring compliance line as in

Fig. 3, i.e., to crack length N+I. (In all of this, we note

that, by symmetry, any event occurring at one crack tip also

occurs at the other.) Likewise, in Fig. 2 for a given N, if a

large initial value of F is continuously decreased, a value will

be found where the first broken bond at atom pair N-I becomes

0reattached, so that these atoms snap together. At this point the

solution jumps to the other neighboring compliance curve, i.e.,

that for N-1. Of course, for physically reasonable bond force

laws these bond snapping events take place continuously, and in

Fig. 3, we have shown a detailed sketch of the region where the

crack jumps from N to N+i.

,r 22
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4

The crack growth from N to N+l just described will generally

occur by means of thermal fluctuations, and the activation energy

for making such a jump at a specified value of the external

force, F, is given by the expression

2 d, Fc

(3)

The integration is over the nonlinear compliance curve from point

1 to point 2 in Fig. 3. The initial and final points are given

by the intersection of the horizontal line with the compliance

curves. (A backward fluctuation will occur for a jump from point

3 to point 2.) The second term in (3) is the change in energy of

the external system which exerts the force, F. When the

horizontal line at F=FF meets the maximum of the bond

curve, the crack becomes unstable for forward motion without

thermal fluctuations. The energy, 6E, is given graphically by

the area under the curve from 1 to 2 shown cross hatched in Fig.

3.

If f is eliminated from (1) and (2), we can write

(4)

and substitution into (3) with (1) and (2) gives

23
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This equation will be fundamental for our discussion. In (4) and

(5), we have assumed that the bond function force law, f(uN), is

known. In deriving (5), we use the fact that any integration over

dF from state 1 to state 2 is zero. In the following, we will

define a force conjugate to the energy given in (3), which is

simply the integrand in (3),

A/ N ?VNr

(6)

From this function,3(u4), it is possible to make a graphical

construction which highlights the three contributions to the

energy changes at the crack tip when it jumps forwyard and

backward. This construction is shown in Fig. 4, where the bond

function is drawn as a function of uN .  The energy is again

given in Fig. 4 by the crosshatched area bounded bv the bond

function and the load line. The load line in Fig. 4 is the graph

of the first and second terms in (6). Equation (6) and Fig. 4

are particularly useful in understanding crack growth, because

only the third term in (6) depends on the external chemical

reaction at the crack tip. The other terms relate solely to the

linear (cracked) lattice. The first term is the force exerted

by the external loading machine, and the second is the "force"

associated with that part of the activation energy absorbed by

the linear part of the lattice when the bond at the crack tip is

stretched. Furthermore, the term in F is proportional to the

crack extension force, K; KoCF/WT-. In the following, we shall

therefore often use F and K interchangeably. The factor, i/g,

NN'



.depends on tne lattice crystallography, but is on the order of a

bocnd spring constant.

The function, + is an atomistic analogue to the

continuum crack extension force. Indeed, when the average of

over a complete jump of the crack from one lattice position to

the next, K UJ),, is zero, the crack length satisfies the

Griffith condition. Also, the value of < 3 . is the

mechanical part of the driving force on the crack to move it over

the barriers. Of course, in order to obtain the complete

thermodynamic driving force on the crack, entropy terms must be

added to J , but these terms will not be discussed here.

!I! CHEMICALLY ENHANCED FRACTURE

For the fracture problem, we now assert that the velocity,

, of the crack -s given by the rate of traversal cf the energy

barrers, and write

Jhd

(7)

we wish to compare the situation for intrinsic fracture,

shown schematically by the dashed curves in Fig. 5, with that for

chemically enhanced fracture, corresponding to the full curve.

Experimentally, there is only a narrow range of F (or K), at

best, of activated fracture in the intrinsic case. This narrow

region in the intrinsic case _s due to the fact that backward

f-luctuations intervene when the driving force, F, Js s wered ony

a Ittle. The velocity also has a very steep force dependence

because o f:e aea:Ivelv oroad character of the fvu curve.

N. !R



7

That is, small changes in F create large changes in the enclosed

area.

When water or water-like molecules are introduced, the

chemical reaction of the water with the Si-O bond is thought to

be a concerted reaction in which lone pair electrons on the one

hand and proton donor capabilities on the other play an important

role . In brief, it is assumed that the Si-O bond is little

affected by the water until the Si-O bond achieves a critical

stretch below the maximum in the intrinsic Si-O bond function.

At this point, the bond breaks suddenly with formation of the Si-

OH. As the Si-OH is formed, the OH groups on the two incipient

surfaces repel each other, so the final stage of bond breaking is

thought to be very steep with" a negative region as shown in the

sketch in Fig. 5. Of equal importance to the change in shape.in

the bond function near its maximum is the fact that the

reversefluctuations, in which a water molecule is desorbed and

the Si-O bond reattached, occur only with high energy, so the

reverse reaction occurs sensibly only for very low values of F.

It is clear from the diagrams in Fig. 5 that quantitative

V% results for the velocity law depend on the details of the

particular force law at the tip and its modification by the

chemical reaction. However, suppose we are in a region of the

* bond stretch not too close to F=F and the force function is

relatively linear. Then from the geometry sketched for the bond

function in Fig. 5, the activation energy is approximately

quadratic in tne difference, (?,-F), and since K and F are

proportional,

26
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-M CkF~)-r 2~ AkA kj<
(8)

K. is the stress intensity factor corresponding to FF . The

constant A depends on the gij and the force law parameters. The

linear approximation is valid when K/KF<41. Thus, from (7) and

o (8),

___ V 2- 1 24A

(9)

It follows from our discussion of the chemistry at the crack

tip as depicted in Fig. 5 that because of the change of shape of

the bond function under chemical attack, the constant, A, in (9)

is lower for chemically enhanced fracture than for intrinsic

fracture. Thus, for chemically enhanced fracture, (9) and the

sharply lowered rate of backward reactions predict a broad regime

of slow crack growth, with relatively low slope.

Experiments to be described more fully in the next section

have explored a variety of molecular species similar in their

chemical behavior to water. If all these molecules react with

the Si-C bond in the same general linear region of the bond

function, then the different cases would be as sketched in Fig.

6. That is, the shapes describing the activation energies in

ig. 6 are both similar geometric figures, described by the same

material parameters. Since each molecular species wil have a

different reactivity with the Si-O bond, the break point of the

bond will take place at a different value of F. So, for a glven

value of F, different velocities will be predicted by (7).

However, as shown in Fig. 6, for the same value of A E, and hence

27
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for equal velocities, the slope as given in (9) will be the same.

Thus the model predicts that the curves for different molecular

species will simply be shifted horizontally on a plot of Inv

versus K.

There are various ways in which the simple considerations

given above might be extended. For example, within the limits of

the model, if the reacting molecular species break the Si-O bond

in the upper nonlinear portion of the bond function, f(u), then

the slopes of the Inv versus K would be expected to be higher

4than for those breaking the bond in the linear region. See Fig.

5 for comparison.

IV COMPARISONS WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The model outlined will now be compared with a number of

experimental results. The most basic of these is the change in

slope observed in crack growth data between curves obtained in an

inert environment as opposed to those obtained in an active

environment, coupled with the fact that in an active

environment, crack growth occurs for much lower relative K

values. Fig. 7 shows these results for fused silica. In the

figure, crack growth in dry nitrogen occurs at higher K values

and the slope of the curve is steeper than in active environments

28
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such as distilled water. -' 3 These results provide the central

justification for the theory we have developed.

An inspection of the environmentally enhanced region

suggests that a linear lnv versus K relationship (see Eqn. (9))

is approximately valid over most of the range observable.

Attempts have been made to fit this region to various functional

forms to infer the actual shape of the f(u) curve. However,

because of the lack of sufficient precision in the data, no

predictions have been possible. Thus, the linear approximation

in (8) and (9) are consistent with the data.

More interesting is the behavior of vitreous silica in

environments of varying reactivity. (Relative reactivity is

inferred from the relative positions of the crack growth curves

along the K-axis.) Crack growth data have been obtained in

water, ammonia gas, hydrazine, and formamide 3 , listed in

decreasing order of reactivity (see Fig. 7). The data for water

and ammonia gas are colinear. Although the curves generally are

displaced along the K-axis, their slopes are all equal. This

suggests that the concerted reactions at the crack tip for the

various environments all occur in the linear region of the f(u)

function, as discussed in connection with Fig. 6 in the previous

section. Therefore, the model described above is consistent with

the observed crack growth data in vitreous silica for all the

listed environments.

In addition to vitreous silica, crack growth data have been

obtained in silicate glasses in wnich the Si-O bonds have been

modified by the addition of alkali ions. 6 The resulting crack

29
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growth curves are much more complicated than those in vitreous

silica, but their slopes from environment to environment tend to

change in a manner consistent with reactions in the nonlinear

region of the f(u) curve, as discussed in the previous section.

Further work to evaluate these changes is currently under way.

V CONCLUSIONS

We have indicated how the effects of environmentally

enhanced fracture can be modeled in terms of lattice Greens

functions. Essentially, the key to the simplicity of the method

lies in the way the intrinsic bond force function, f(u), may be

decoupled from the mechanical force terms describing the response

of the rest of the system. This allows us to incorporate the

influence of.chemical interactions via a modification of the bond

function at the crack tip. The effects of different

environmental molecular species on the crack velocity

characteristics can then be accounted for by means of a very

simple construction--Fig. 5.

In the experimental results considered in Sect. IV, we

confined our attention to the simplest possible cases. In these

cases, the influence of the chemistry gives rise to predicted

changes in the v(K) plot.

In spite of the simple physical picture presented here,

however, the chemistry of cracks in glass is not an elementary

science, and other observations suggest more complex behavior.

Also, other interpretations than given here are being pursued.

Thus, the comparative study of different molecular species

30
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interacting with cracks in various glasses is still a very

active field.

A subject not discussed in this paper is the behavior of

glass in the lower threshold region. On the basis of our model,

adsorption/desorption reactions in equilibrium are, in principle,

possible there. However, a more complex picture seems to be

developing associated with healing of the crack over the

chemically adsorbed molecules. Working out the physics and

chemistry of these threshold phenomena is thus likely to bring in

a whole set of different insights into chemically enhanced

fracture.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Lattice containing a crack. The external force, F, is

exerted at the center bond pair, and thp crack tips have cohesive

forces, f, holding the bonds together at the tip.

Fig. 2 Crack compliance curves. The displacement of the central

atom as a function of the applied force is plotted. The

displacement is linear in the force, F, and different lines are

drawn for different crack lengths. The slope of a given line is

., ss a function of crack length as shown.

Flg. 3 Compliance curve detail. At a critical bond stretch on

crack length, N, (near label 1), the bond at the crack tip

breaks, and the crack jumps to the curve corresponding to a crack

of length N+1. The cross hatched regions correspond to

activation energies of forward and backward motion, according to

equation (3). That is, the area from 1 to 2 is a forward

activation energy, and that from 3 to 2 is a reverse activation

energy.

Fig. 4 Crack activation energy accoiding to Eqn. (6). The

energy to jump from one lattice site to the next is again given

by one of the cross hatched portions. The bond function is given

by the curved line, and the first two terms in (6) are

represented by the straight line. This line will be called tne

load line. The intercepts shown define F_ and F, and the

quantitles z are important In determ inng the stress

dependence cf the crack growth law.

I32
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Fig. 5 Comparison of intrinsic and chemically assisted fracture.

The intrinsic curve is shown dashed while the chemically assisted

curve is shown full. Singly hatched regions represent activation

energies for forward (bond breaking) fluctuations while doubly

hatched regions represent activation energies for reverse (bond

healing) fluctuations. The figure shows schematically how the

force (F) corresponding to a specific forward activiation energy

decreases in the chemically assisted case (FE).

Fig. 6 Comparison of two similar molecular reactions at the tip,

showing equal stress dependence. The hashed areas shown are

equal. Therefore the forces Fa and Fb correspond to the same

velocities in the environments a and b. The separations Au anda

6ub are also equal, due to the linear nature of f(u) where the

reacticn takes place. Therefore, the corresponding Inv vs K

curves should have equal slope, but environment b should be

displaced to higher K from environment a.

Fig. 7 Experimental crack growth data of vitreous silica in

different environments: water (,a), ammonia gas ( o ), hydrazene

), formamide C.....), and N, gas ( - - ). After Michalske

* and Freiman. 3

4.
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STRAIN PATTERNS IN GALLIUM ARSENIDE WAFERS: ORIGINS AND EFFECTS
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ABSTRACT
Using the rapid x-ray topographic system described earlier (in DRIP I), we have exam-

ined a large number of LEC Ga.As wafers, both commercial and research, and have been
able to identify the sources of some of the observed patterns. We have also studied the
effects of the inhomogeneous strain on the fracture properties of the wafers. The high
gradients of strain cause deviations from expected crack growth behavior in fracture tests.
These deviations include crack velocity variations, and crack tip deflections. The grown in
defects cause point-to-point irreproducibility in hardness and toughness values for this ma-
terial. Sequential wafers exhibit closely related topographs and similar fracture properties.

* Inclusions have been identified in indium-doped wafers and produce a characteristic topo-
graphic pattern when the inclusion lies in the wafer under study. A characteristic strain
pattern propagates away from the inclusion and produces annular rings in later wafers.

.-4~ The relaxation of the bow-tie strain pattern surrounding the inclusion to the annular ring
pattern is likely related to the thermoelastic stress patterns described by Jordan et al.

INTRODUCTION

We have previously described a sample laboratory system for routine x-ray topographic

inspection of semiconductor wafers. 1 We have since continued exploratory studies to ex-

armine the generic defect structures observed in gallium arsenide (GaAs) wafers, and to

correlate these topographic results with other data.

Samples representative of current GaAs production have been obtained from a number of

* sources, both commercial vendors and research laboratories. In several cases, samples from

different regions of the same boule were studied and used to examine defect propagation.

The wafer thicknesses were nomally 00 p= All topographs were taken with CuK.

radiation.

*Crack propagation studies were also performed on samples taken from a sequential set

of liquid-encapsulated Czochralski (LEC) GaAs wafers. Breakage remains a significant

factor for GaAs device fabrication, and our studies were intended to address the materials

and defect aspects of crack propagation. Hardness measurements were also made. In the

absence of strain or other defects, hardness would be uniform over the wafer surface.2

Cracks would also be expected to grow smoothly along the known [Ii0] cleavage planes.

r,- ... r*ll - .... " . ..



Currently available LEC GaAs wafers do not behave in this way; the nonuniform crack
behavior correlates well with the inhomogeneities observed in the x-ray topographs.

Inclusions are also an occasional problem in GaAs boules, and are generally regarded as
being produced occasionally by an unexpectedly large growth rate fluctuation. We have

been able to examine, in successive wafers from the same boule, the topographic patterns
associated with the presence of an inclusion, and the subsequent strain pattern which

propagates along the boule. While the inclusions studied here were found in indium-doped

materials, we have observed similar x-ray topographic patterns in undoped and chromium-

doped GaAs wafers, suggesting the same underlying cause.

Many of the LEC GaAs wafers we have examined display subgrains. Examination of a

set of ten wafers from near the end of one boule has allowed us to measure the effects of
competing grain growth and the development of significant sharp localized strain patterns
at the intersections of the subgrains. These results suggest that whole boule annealing to
relieve strains may have a fundamental limitation when subgrain structure is important.

EXPERDIENTAL
All of the x-ray topography was performed with the double-crystal system described

earlier.' All -measurements were made using a Si (100) wafer monochromator crystal on
the (224) plane with CuK. radiation. A lead aperture mask was used to isolate the CuK.i
line; all the topographs were taken in the reflection mode and various different resolution

emulsions were used with or without x-ray intensifying screens. All topographs shown here
are positive images. The wafers were as supplied by the manufacturer without any etching
to remove possible damage. For most of the work, the (422) Bragg reflections were used in

the parallel (+ -) geometry; this reflection samples a depth of'5.5 ;zm for GaAs single crystal
samples.3 In some cases the (440) reflections were also studied to give further information
about the inhonogeneous strain distributions. Because of the divergence properties of the
monochromatic x-ray beam in this apparatus, the use of Bragg reflections at 450 to each

• ]3 other about the surface normal is sometimes useful to more completely quantify the strain

patterns.

Two types of mechanical property tests were made: indentation tests using a Vicker's
diamond in a standard hardness testing machine and macroscopic crack growth measure-

ments using a double cantilever beam (DCB) apparatus. For the first type of test, inden-
tations were made with the diamond indenter oriented to produce cracks imnning along

the cleavage planes. Indentations were made in air and lengths were measured of cracks
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emanating from the corners and the sides of the indentation impression. Hardness values

were obtained from measurements of the diagonal length of the indentation impression. 2,4

The values of the measured crack lengths reflect the sum of the residual stress associated

with the indentation and the remanent local stresses produced during growth, slicing, and

polishing of the wafer.

For the DCB tests, specimens 12.5x50 mm were cleaved from the wafers. A crack was

initiated at one end of the specimen by applying a 1.75 Newton load to the specimen with

a Knoop diamond indenter mounted in a universal testing machine. Next, the specimen

was glued to two aluminum arms and mounted in an environmental chamber using an

apparatus described elsewhere. 5 Loads were then applied to the aluminum arms to cause

the crack to propagate. The advantage of the DCB geometry is that the driving force is

independent of crack length. Therefore, for a given applied load, the crack will run at a

constant velocity, unless there are residual stresses within the specimen. Crack velocities

were determined by measuring the distance traveled over a given time using a traveling

microscope and a stopwatch. Velocities between 10 - 10 and 10 - 2 M/s can be measured in

this way.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The wafers selected for the crack growth experiments are representative of current pro-

duction undoped LEC material intended for device fabrication. The particular set of ten

examined were from the tail section of a boule but were device quality wafers. The x-ray

topographic patterns observed in these wafers are qualitatively the same as those we have

observed in wafers from other manufacturers independent of position in the boule.

Fig. 1 shows reflection topographs of two of these wafers. Allowing for kerf losses,

we estimate that these wafers were separated by approximately 5 mm along the boule

axis. The topographs were taken at the position of the rocking curve where the average

intensity from the central 15 mm of the crystal was a maximum. Because the subgrain

structure of the two wafers is so similar, the bright areas of the two topographs display

0.. many of the same features. The mottled nature of the topograph is produced by the

dislocation networks which are well-known in LEC GaAs and whose spatial structure is

more commonly examined in transmission topography.1', Subgrains are also prominent in

the topographs and the relative rates of grain boundary motions during growth for the

0Q4 various grains can be observed by comparison of the topographs.

A crack propagation study sample was taken from the wafer shown in Fig. la; Fig. ic
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projects the geometry of the DCB specimen onto the topographic features of that specimen

wafer. We had believed that the higher crystalline uniformity of this region of the wafer

might allow reliable crack propagation studies to be made.

The crack in the DCB test specimen was propagated toward the center of the wafer.

When the crack reached the region marked U), it was deflected at a right angle and ran off
the side of the specimen. As the figure shows, the site of the crack deflection coincides with

indications of residual strain determined by the x-ray topography. Cracks propagated in

-V DCB specimens cleaved from 3 of the 10 consecutive LEC wafers all exhibited fluctuations

in crack velocity and direction. In all cases, these fluctuations led to failure of the specimens

part-way through the crack study.

Indentation crack lengths were also correlated with the topographs. Fig. 2 is a plot of

the tip-to-tip crack lengths as a function of position for a row of indentations which crosses

a sharp residual strain line in the wafer. The vertical dashed line in the figure corresponds

to the position of the strain line of the x-ray topograph. The cracks run approximately

perpendicular to the strain line. Uncertainty in the crack lengths is about 1am. The crack

length at the strain line is much larger than the background crack length values. As the

figure shows, there is another position in the row of indentations at which the crack length

deviates from the background value. There is no corresponding topographic data available

for this second case. However, parallel rows of indentations provide similar results.

The correlations between the observed crack growth behavior and the residual strain

lines indicated in the x-ray topograph suggests that the strain sites are also locations

of residual stresses in the wafers. As Fig. 2 shows, the crack length changes from the

background value to a higher value at the strained site, corresponding to a tensile residual

stress. At other positions near the strained site, there exist compressive residual stresses,

required to maintain a net zero stres state. Fig. 2 shows both a tensile and a compressive

region away from the strained site detected by the topograph Unfortunately, these stresses

were located in a region which did not meet the Bragg reflection crizeria at any of the tesed

angles, so no topographic information was available.

@. The average hardness of the specimen was determined to be 3.6±0.3 GPa. Although

variations in the hardness were observed, they fell within the uncertainty of the measure-

ment technique- Therefore, no correlation of the hardness values with the observed residual

strain line was possible.

The inevitable grain growth which occurs as the boule grows can be seen to be a source

0h'
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of significant high strain areas. At the bottom of both topographs in Fig. la and lb we

observe two large subgrains with the region nearest 6 o'clock as an intermediate. As growth

proceeds, the intermediate region decreases in size. The gradients of strain between the

intermediate region and the neighboring subgrains become much larger. This high strain

is related to the exact misorientation between the subgrains. Based upon our cxperience

with a number of other wafers, such high strain gradients are often precursors of cracks, or

at least of a high tendency toward cracking. The alignment of the boundaries of the highly

strained area with the easy cleavage directions certainly favors cracks. We do not know

whether this alignment, which we have seen in numerous wafers, is merely fortuitous or

has an underlying crystallographic cause. Further study of subgrain growth is in progress

and will be reported later.

Fig. 3 displays x-ray topographs of two lightly indium-doped LEC GaAs wafers take.

from an early growth run of a series of indium-doping experiments. These wafers have

a much lower indium content than is now typically used to harden LEC GaAs wafers.

Striations, usually seen in GaAs:n '" are absent, but a diamond-shaped texture is easliv

. observed in Fig. 3a. This is the only sample we have ever seen with this texture in th e

topograph. This wafer was near the seed end of the boule, and the remaining pattern

could be considered -typical of current LEC GaAs except for the two major 'bow-tie' strau

patterns near the wafer center.

These 'bow-tie' patterns are produced by a macroscopic inclusion inside this wafE.

Examination with a polarizing infrared microscope system revealed a cubic habit, infrared

opaque, dendritic precipitate. Very high birefringence is associated with this inclusion- The

results of the iafrared examination as well as chemical analysis studies of the inclusion wi

be presented elsewhere. We believe that the inclusion is metallic indium and that the

strain results from the differential thermal expansion between the gallium arsenide ma 'x

and the inclusion. In the growth of LEC GaAs, it is well known that the material rea;in

4 piasic while inside the molten cap. This mean that a m -m= strain occurs beyond

which the material deforms, and produces dislocations. Ordinary thermoelastic stresses

* have been studied in detail by Jordan and co-workers and are known to be responsible for

the cellular dislocation patterns found in all undoped LEC materials." In this case the

situation is somewhat different for the inclusions.

Examination of the highly defected wafer from the tail region of the same boule shows a

number of small size high strain features (Fig. 3b). Superposition of the topographs shows

.1



that two of these small annular ring patterns occur where the 'bow-tie' was seen in the

wafer of Fig. 3a. A number of other annular rings and 'bow-ties' are also visible along

with slip, lineage, and other crystal defects. We believe that the annular ring patterns are

produced by stress relief of the 'bow-tie' strain at the time it passes through the molten

- cap. It is apparent that the patterns formed jor ths defect propagate parallel to the boule

axis and do not behave identically to the thermoelastically produced cellular patterns.

The 'bow-tie' pattern which remains is likely produced by the further differential strains

produced after cooling below the temperature at which the material is plastic. The large

spatial extent of the strain pattern is in accord with this interpretation. While the annular

ring patterns are visible far from an inclusion, we believe that the 'bow-tie' is a signature of

the inclusion actually occurring in the wafer under study. We have observed annulsr ring

*. patterns in numerous wafers of doped GaAs and believe it is reasonable to conclude that

they also are the result of strain relief of an inclusion. Instability of growth is probably

4 the underlying cause of the inclusions.

CONCLUSIONS

Correlations between property measurements and x-ray topographic examination have

been made. For those measurements which could be influenced by strain, it would appea:

essential to examine residual strain patterns before beginning the property measurements.

Crack growth becomes unstable near high strain gradient regions, and reliable values

of crack velocity as a function of stress intensity factor cannot be obtained. We have

established that at least some of these high strain gradient regions are associated with

regions of residual stresses which can be either compressive or tensile in nature. These

stresses are sufficient to affect observed crack growth behavior. In addition, the existence

of areas which are highly strained along easy cleavage paths can result in crack deflection

1and specimen failure.

Subgrain growth is also responsible for highly strained regions of wafe-s and is likely to

remain a problem for crystal growers. Our results suggest that the tail regions of boules

would likely produce wafers more susceptible to breakage than seed end wafers of the same

boule. It is unlikely that the current practice of whole boule annealing will relieve these

grown-in stm'n.s.

Patterns characteristic of inclusions in doped GaAs boules have been identified and a

mechanism for the production of these patterns proposed. Further quantitative work in

this area is clearly needed.
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Fig. 1. (a) Reflection topograph of an undoped LEC GaAs wafer from the boule used

for crack growth experiments. (b) Reflection topograph of a wafer approximately 5 mm
farther down the same boule as that shown in (a). (c) Drawing of topograph shown in
(b); the lines indicate the boundaries between the black-white contrast (areas of extinction
contrast). The region marked U) is where the crack deflected at a right angle and ran off
to the side of the specimen. Indentation impressions were made in the region marked (k).

Fig. 2. Plot of indentation crack length versus indentation position. The dashed line marks
*the position of a residual strain line similar to that seen at the top of Fig. lc. The results

show that a region of tensile residual stress coincides with the residual strain line.

Fig. 3. (a) Reflection topograph of a lightly indium-doped LEC GaAs wafer, displaying
*'bow-tie' stain pattern at the sites of inclusions. (b) Reflection topograph of a wafer much

farther down (near tang end) the same boule as that shown in (a); showing remnants of
the characteristic 'bow-tie' pattern of an inclusion in the center region of this Figure.
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MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR OF FERROELECTRIC CERAMICS

S. Stephen W. Freiman

National Bureau of Standards
Gaithersburg, 11 20899

Abstract 1.introduction

This paper reviews the mechanical During th~e past few years, as new devices and
benavior, and In particular, the strength, applications involving ferroelectric ceramics 'v
fracture toughness and susceptibility to been developed, interest and concern over tne
environmentally enhanced crack growth In mechanical reliability of these materials has
f erroelectric materials such as barium increased. Tnese applications can Involve the
t.twnate and lead zirconate titanate (PZT7). dielectric as well as mhe piezoelectric or
Polycrystalline terroelectric ceramics are ferroelectric propert.ies Of tne material. in nius
known to exhiIt a critical fracture paper we will attempt to bring together d numoer
tougnness, K,. as measured by classical of the concepts discussed in the literature over
fracture mecnanics techniques, wnich depends the past few years. and will attempt to show tnat
strongly on grain size, and in the case of the mechanical oenavior of tnese sometines quite
PZ7, chemical composition and phase content. lifferent materials can be understood ".nrougn the
There are a number of mechanisms which can application of a few general models. The forma,
contribute to the crack growth resistance of of tnis paper will consist of a review of each
.erroelectric ceramics. These mechanisms are group of' materials followed by iasummary whion
discussed in terms of their dependence on will attempt -o present an overall picture of
variables such as grain size, composition and their mechanical behavior.
crystal structure. it is shown that fracture
tougnness models can be used to predict 2. Sarilim Titanate
I.icrostructures 'which should lead to an
optimurn In crack growth resistance for a Thne of -.te mnosr ;mportant observations
given material. regarding thne fracture behavior of ferroelectr'::

The microst ructure of a ferroelectric materials aas made oy Pohanka et a. :" ~n ;'.
oeram-ic is shown to have a direct effect on These autnors found tnat the strengtn of
th.e strength of a component as well as polycrystalline barium titanate measured above its
in~fluence its resistance to the growth of Curie temperature 4as approximately 50% greater
'arge cracks. 7he paraelectric to than that measured at room temperature, an,- tnat
ferroelectric phase transformation in barium this difference 4as essentially independent of -ne
..tanate, PZT, and related ceramics Induces grain size in .he material JFigure ). Basec ;c-.
:nternal stresses into the materials WhIcn tisI strength difference, Pohanka et a. c-oncl~cec
provide an additional Iriving force for flaw that internal stresses generated during tine oc
extension. :ndentat1on-3trengtn procedures to tetragonal phase trnfra~nadded to tine
nave been ised to demonstrate the influence applied stress to lower the strength of the
of tnese internal stresses on fracture when material at room te-mperature. The values of
flaw sizes approacn tne grain size in the internal stress calculated from tine strengtn
material. Tne magnitude Of such stresses difference were srnown to be in good agreement 4itr.

* calculated from strength data is in good thtpredicted by 3uessem et a! -2 from"
agreement with tnat predicted by dielectric permittivity measurements.

*measurements. in a iore recent study, Cook et al _31
Finally, craCK growtn rates in followed uip on tin.3 work ising an

ferroelectric ceramics iave been shown to be indentation-fracture technique to inves~igate cotn
acelerated by the presence of moisture .n the fracture tougnness and internal stress effects
the environment, Such environmentally in b0th com~mercial barium titanate 'grain size
ennanrcel cracx growth can have a significant microns) and one of the experimental materials
effect on failures of electrical components prepared by ?onanka vt al (grain size
iservice, since cracks will grow with time micron). The advantage of tne indentation-frscture

ind.er a static stress Whose magnitude can be procedure is that a 7icsers hardness In~denter can
much less than the strengtn of thMe material. be used to create a flaw of Known size and wnicn
The susceptibility of each material to3: driven by a well characterized stress fie-c
enytronmentaiy enhanced fracture is shown t u The results of tnis study are .enonstratdQ for tne
be particularly depencent on its chemical 2onmercial barium titanate in the lcgarithr.ic p
compos~tion. of fracture st~ress viersus .nlentatior. Ia
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aigure 2.Flexural strength of a laboratoryo
prepared barium titanate as a function
of grain size, G. Measurements were
made in silicone oil at 250 C or above 30
the Curie temperature at 1500 C. The i
numbers of specimens per data point are
shown in parentheses (after Pohanka et
al [11). BaTiO 3 (7pm) in Oil

in Figure 2. The slopes of the curves in the 20
large indentation load regime are -1/3 as 2 3, 10 20 3 50 100 200
predicted from the indentation fracture model :U1]. Indentation Load, P/N
The critical fracture toughness of the material
can be calculated from the position of these igure 2. alexural strength of a commercial
curves using an expression derived oy Chantikul et barium titanate tested above and below
al ] These calculatio yield values of KIC of the Curie temperature as a function of
1.1 MPami2 and 1.5 MPamb for the cubic and the indentation load used to introcce
tetragonal material respectively. Cook et al also the flaw. All failures occurred from
showed that KIC decreased monotonically with the indentation. The straight lines
temperature through the Curie point. The through the data at 25*s0 and 1500 C
increased toughness of barium titanate in the represent the best fit line of slope,
tetragonal state had already been demonstrated by -1/3, following the inaenttion-
Pohanka et al s52, who showed that the increased fracture model '4]. The )eviation in
K could be ascribed to cracks interacting with the 250 C data from the model is

Sdomains In the structure. These domains exist ascribed to the contribution of
in tetragonal but not cubic barium titanate. A internal stresses after Cook a al
similar difference in K iC above and below the [3.).
Curie point was reported by de With and Parren s6s
for modified barium titanate. it has also been shown that In the

The deviation of the strengths at small ferroelectric state, the fracture energy, Y of
indentation l from the indentation model in cralsn barium titanate in a function of
Figure 2 for the tetragonal material is indicative grain size, while that for cubic material is

Sof the increasing Influence of the internal Independent of grain size (Figure 3) :3j. The
stresses as the flaw size decreases relative to grain size dependence of f for the tetragonal
the mVorostructure. The difference in strengths material was explained In terms of a combination
beteween the tetragonal and cubic material is of 90 iomain and microcracking enhanced
approximately 56 MPa, essentially that calculated 'ioughening in the material. The maximum in at a

*earlier by Ponanka et a, r1). Experiments grain size of 40 microns occurs due to 3 traceoff
*performed on barium titanate made semiconducting between the generation of microcracks at tne

by the additions Of a small quantity of samarium primary crack tip, a process which reduces 'he
*indicate that the level of internal stress Is not driving force on the crack, and the linking of tne

reduced b)y increasing the nonductivity of the microcracks, which at large grain sizes produces
material £71. This result leads one to the spontaneous failure of thte material. it was anown
conclusion that the Internal stresses are not due that this complex behavior could oe fit to a
to tfle lormation of space charges In the materidi. general model for the fracture energy of ncn-: uo;>

ceramics derived by Rice and Freiman L81.
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11 a * C-.. V - Vo(KI/KIc)
A2 A $ . ,,WJ r /

SI //. where V is the crack velocity, K1 is the stress

intensity factor at the crack tLip, and Vo anc N
/a are empirical constants that depend on material

/ 7 Tw~onn and environment. The data in Figure 4 yleldeC a

,. /......... value of N of 67 for this commercial barium
U l Y titanate, indicating that this material is less

T i susceptible to delayed fracture than soda lime

- glass for instance (N-17). Freiman et a! E9] also
.... .. showed that cracks in electrically poled baru.

o -".- titanate grew more rapidly than those in tne
unpoled material.

0 2 3 5 7 8 910 20 40 600 100

GMN SIZE I) 3. PZT

Figure 3. Critical fracture energy of barium
titanate as a function of grain size at Unlike barium titanate, which in general can
both 250C and 1500 C. Solic curve is be thought of as a single compound (Ba-ilZ,, ?ZT
the best fit to the 250 C data. The occurs as a series of solid solutions of PbZrC,
dashed line represents the model with PbTiO 3, and can exist in various crystal
derived by Rice and Freiman [3]. Note structures [10]. As with barium titanate, the
that the 150" C fracture energy of all fracture tougnness of PZT is significantly nigner
the materials is independent of grain in the ferroelectric state than in the
size (after Pohanka et al [7]). paraelectric state for all PZT compositions

80 [7,11], with tne larger value of KC in tne
ferroelectric material again being of least

3 1partially due to crack-twin interactions wnicn
70 cannot occur above the Curie temperature.

Tn ' ZT, we can also examine the effect of

changing chemistry on the fracture behavior of tre

- ematerial in tne ferroelectric state. The room
temperature fracture toughness of PZT over a range

./BOFof Zr/Ti ratios is presented in Figure 5. The

" dIa appear to pass through a series of maxima and
* - minima in K1C, with a very distinct minimum

20

0 T

i oe at 250 C. The m

was Inene wit anNloa beor

tetig Crshace ara- h

Stress Rate,r rIMP lai / I

igure L c. Stressing raTe dependence of the T i Is
strength of a commercial barium / / iI• r,- .

titanate (same material as in Figure 2) 0 0 0 s 0
vested in water at 25 C. The material _ *
was indented with a 3 c load before
testing. Crosshatched areatis the i
strength under rapid loading in inert ,2 a a
conditions. The slope of th c ve se isll
a measure of the materials in t
susceptibility to moisture enhanced /

crack growth (after Cook et al [3]). 0o

0 ' 20 30 40 50 60 *
Barlum titanate, like almost all ceramics, is

*sensitive to moisture enhanced crack growth. The PbT'O1

* moisture ennanced fracture process can be
characterized by measuring the strength of the Figure 5. Critical fracture tougnness, KIC, of
material as a function of stressing rate as shown ?Ta ucino n bl.~ r
In Figure LI. The slope of this plot can be used material. The vertical lines represent
to calculate a value for N, the exponent in tne the pcsitions of the pnase bcundaries

4cracK growth expression: 1after Freiman et al "11]'.
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ocourring at the morphotropic boundary between the 24
tetragonal and rhombonedral phases. The other
. n*ma in K:C also appear at phase Oounddries. :t
-as concludeC by Freiman et a! r111 that these 2.3 -

7inima were Oue to a trade-off between "
..ntrbutions to K, of twin crack interactions 2.2 - Lead Content, Y
inc ncrccrKing. Because twin motion is easier
t ;hase boundaries, the internal stresses and & 40.96

therefore the degree of microcracking will be 2 1 6 0.98
minimized at these compositions, leading to minima a 1.01
in fracture toughness. The data in Figure 5 is 2.0
similar to tnat obtained by Igarashl and Okazaki
"' 21 who showea that both strength and KtC are a
minimum at the mcrpnotropic boundary. (

At PZT compositions near 95% PbZrO -5% 2'
PbTi0., i.e. near the boundary between the b 1.8
Sferro~lectric, rnombohedral phase and the 0
antiferroelectric, phase, other interesting
phenomena are observed. A primary observation is 1.7
that if a 95/5 PZT specimen is electrically poled
and subsequently depoled by being driven Lhrough
the ferroelectric/antiferroelectric boundary by 1.6

the application of hydrostatic pressure, the
fracture tougnness of the pressure depoled 1.5
material measured at room temperature is at least
50% greater than that of either the as-fired or
poled material [11]. Freiman et al C11] showed 1.4 F
that the difference in K C between the poled and 1.0 3.0 10 30 100

pressure depoled material decreased to zero at a
temperature of approximately -650 C. These LOG P (N)

authors nypothesized that the additional Figure 6. Indentation-fracture data for a 9515
tougnening brought about by pressure depoling is PZT ceramic [Pb Nb 2 (Zr 5Ti 0.' 8 3.
due to the stress induced transformation of in which y varied trom 0.o to .0i.

' antiferroelectric domains in the vicinity of the Positions of the curves of slope, -1/3,
cracK tip. These domains exist in what should are indicative of the K-. of each
otherwise be a single ferroelectric phase because material. Strength plateaus are a
the pressure induced transformation from measure of the effect of internal
fdrroelectric to antiferroelectric phases is not stresses after Freiman et al -1].
fully reversible 13 so 'that upon removal of the
pressure, remnants of the antiferroelectric phase Internal stress occurs at the same composition at
remain. The presence of residual which the greatest symmetry in the electrical
antiferroelectric domains in the ferroelectric polarization curves is observed, in agreement witni
material has been determined both microscopically the data of Dungan and Storz f167.
',] and electrically [153. Freiman et al [11] LIke barium titanate, PZT undergoes moisture
Also snowed through indentation-fracture enhanced subcritical crack growth :9,77. irect
measurements, that the fracture toughness of 95/5 crack growth measurements by Freiman et al :9' dnc
PZT is sensitive to the lead content in the Bruce et al :17] show that the rate of crack
material (Figure 6). As the stoichiometry of the growth is dependent on the partial pressure of
compound PbyNb.0 2 (Zr.g6Tio 9803 was varied from water in the environment and tne test temperat;re.
y - .96 to y - 1.02, the KjC or the annealed The slopes of the crack velocity-K. curves
material decreased from approximately 1.7 to 1.2. determined directly, as above, are :n gooc
The composition having the highest KIC is also the agreement with those obtained througn stressing
one showing the largest ratio of transgranular to rate procedures '13:. Bruce at al '17: also
intergranular fracture. Conversely, the lowest showed tnat the slope and position of the ora:-
tougnness materIal showed almost entirely growth curves for a ?ZT :1: ceramic were also i
:ntergranular fracture, implying that the excess function of wnether tne materi.l taO been po-Z
lead .s contributing to the relative weakness of parallel or perpendicular to tne .rce p'ar .
the grain boundaries. 7ore recent of analysis of the iata of Eroc et i.

in addition, Freiman et al -11: used the has suggested tnat tne elastic anisotropycr:o eo
ndentatlon-fracture data to demonstrate the by the poling, rather than changes ,i the

ex!stence of internal stresses in this material. piezoelectric properties of the taterai, .s tie
7re magnitude of internal stress, as Jetermined nv maor ceterminant of tneir observec
the ceviation of tne data from the indentation :r3cK growth ::. Fin.ally, Mchenr.' Anc- -
rocel at small indentation loads, varied with the 2c: s3nowec tnat the application cf in e:.:*tr.
stoorniometry of tne material. The minimum fie!! pcrpencioular to the oracK p-ane .n i
effective internal stress is observed at 3trongly affectec _racK propagaticr tena.. r.
approximately the lead content corresponding to curves were 3nifted to lower K-'s w't.n :revs.rg
tne stoicnimetri: compound. This minimum in applied voltage.
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As an illustration that fracture of 4. Capacitor Ceramics

piezoelectric ceramics can occur, not only due to

purely mechanical loads, but because of the Multilayer ceramic capacitors are genera-
electroelastic nature of the material, we refer to composed of barium titanate and related compounCs
the work of Ponanka et al '21". These authors whose mechanical properties can be cnaracterizec
showed that driving PZT specimens at a resonant in much the same way as the materials discused :n
frequency could produce mechanical failure, if the the previous sections. indentatlon-fracture
applied voltage was sufficiently high. As can be techniques have been used to determine the
seen in Figure 7, the fracture stress produced by strength, fracture toughness and subcrtltcd! :rae-
a single tone burst is in excellent agreement with growth behavior in a number of capacitor cerami-s
that predicted from flexural strength data. The [22]. Values of KC for four different capac.e:s
fracture data due to multiple tone bursts also compositions, obtained by measuring strength .Ze
fell on this same curve. Also plotted In Figure inert conditions as a function of indentation -

7. are three data points obtained by cw excitation are presented in Table 1. These valaes of
of the PZT specimens. The stresses required to fracture tougnness are in general agreement 4;-
fracture the material under these conditions are other data obtained on similar naterials,
smaller than would be predicted from the measured
flaw size on the fracture surface. Pohanka et al
suggested that a fatigue mechanism of some type -positions aPno*o rtts or:cc:: raa-3

must be taking place to account for the lower
stress cw data.
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Figure 7. Fracture stress of a commercial PZT as Figure 8. Stressing rate dependence of the
a function of the flaw size measured on strength of two capacitor ceramics Z J
the fracture surface. Measurements and X7R. Data was obtained on incerntez
were made by driving specimens at their squares )f material in water ,- 5
resonant frequency either with a single speclmen /data point). Note tne laCK

pulse or with a CW signal. The curve of change in strength for tne owe-
represents the flexural strength data stressing rates in X7R material
for the material obtained by suggesting the existence of a :racK
conventional techniques (after Pohanka growth limit (after Baxer and Fre:7:jn
et al £21]). :22],.
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:,.,e .ne pre*;ious materials. capacitor At present, no !lear picture exists 3,"
ceramics also undergo slow -rack growth in the eaffects of an electric field on fract~re.

orsneof iater. The susceptibility to moisture Electric fields such as would be present curing
v nancel fracture in several of these materials tne op,!ricion of oi~lectr.co or ferroelectric
,.as teen, cndracterizej by measuring biaxial O evices could affect fracture in a number Df a.
3reng-n as a fu;nction of loading rate on indented e.g., changing tne 2omfain orientation, prcauci- ,

5poecimens, :is shown In Figure 3 :223. The slopes additconal1 stresses due to p,.ezoelectric or
ftnese curves can be used to !acIteteuectrostrictive behavior, or causing elastic

exponent, N, in Equation 1.Values of N anisotropy. Except for the work of Mc-ienry .:.,
ietermined from best fit lines to the data in 1Koep~e 20:. little work of any Kind has beer
ig,.re 8 and given in Table Isuggest that the publisned on thlis topic.

£Suetitltyto la'ck growth in ater can vary I'nly a few experiments involving z'ycIo.
7.ark ely from one capacitor composition to another apploed stresses have been performed [21,.23].
;r:aDly because of differences In the chemistry Results of tnese studies sugges . tnat pnenonen.

of the material. There is another interesting other than those occuring under static lcads n
facet to tne plot for the X7R composition shown in be responsible for the failure of piezoelectroc!
Fgu.r e 3. :f tne nignest stressing rate point is ceramics under more complex stressing conditions
e.:minatec, .ne Stressing rate curve Is virtually For instance, Ponanwa et al .21,, by analyzingne
flat, :rply~ng tnat no crack growth takes place cata, Of Taikandsni et al .23]. suggested .nat .w:
2ef:ore fai:lure at these rates of loading. Baker different mechanosms could be acting in the cyc,.-
and Frec~man -22: suggested that the data could oe failure of PZT.
exp-ained by the existence of a crack growth limit Environmentally enhanced crack growtn occ-irs
in"n:3 material. in all piezoelectric ceramics dlue to the stress

aided reaction of water with the atomic bonds at
5. Overall Picture the crack tip. However, there are Indications

from some of tne data on capacitor materials that
Alt.nougn, we clearly do not have all of the a crack growth limit may exist, below which

answers to the problem of the mechanical failure subcritical crack extension does not take place.
of plezoelectric/ferroelectric ceramics, work .ne susceptibility of a particular material t
produced over the Past few years permits us make environmentally enhanced crack growth seems to
scne general statements regarding this phenomenon. depend strongly on its chemical composition,
Cne of tne clearest results Is that while the particularly with respect to the composition of
fracture tougnness of these materiais in the the grain boundaries. Further knowledge of t~
reroelectric state is Z to that in the phenomenon could help the component designer
paraelectric state, tne strengtn follows an o:noose materials on the basis of macnanocal
opposite trend. This difference In behavior is reliability as well as their ferroelecerit or
interpreted ih terms of the size of the crack dielectric properties.
appropriate to strength or K_, measurements. The
experimental resu .s obtained to date suggest that ~.Acknowledgements
when the crack is small relative to the grain size
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